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Peters Prattling 

Essex HMVA Military and Flying Machines Show 
I’ve received an invite from the Essex MAFVA club to display at the HMWA show at Damyns Hall on the weekend 
of 8th & 9th August.  Looking at the maps currently posted on their website it looks like the layout of the show will be 
the same/very similar to last year which was excellent for us as there was parking just outside the marquee.  
Getting out was a different matter but I guess queues are to be expected when there’s only 1 exit. 
 
Aircraft expected to make a flypast are the Battle of Britain C-47 Dakota, Spitfire and Hurricane.  Military vehicles 
will be too numerous to mention though. 
 
I’ve provisionally asked for 2 tables on both days as I know those of you who attended really enjoyed it.  Please let 
me know who is interested this year. 
 
Judging at Southend 
Robin, Paul Bennett and I turned up to perform the annual return duty of judging the South Ease Essex (Southend) 
end of year competition.  As usual there were a good number of models on the table, although as suggested by 
those who went last year the room they are in now was a little “cosy” with all the tables required.  Still if nothing else 
the sound of the Scottish country dancing next door in the main hall lent a slightly surreal element to the evening. 
 
We managed to get round and judge the models in their relevant categories with a 1/48th C-2 Greyhound being 
picked the overall winner, closely followed by another one of the monster scratchbuilt War Hammer like armoured 
vehicles with 2 monster length guns. 
 
Airfix Announce KitStarter 
KitStarter is an exciting new, experimental concept in modelling, exclusive to the Airfix website. Essentially it is your 
chance to decide which vintage Airfix models, from a selection, are put back into production for a limited edition 
run. 
 
The Airfix archive includes a wide variety of models, including subjects that you might not expect such as historical 
figures, birds and even dinosaurs! We will be adding more kits each month as the KitStarter project develops, and 
you can even suggest what you'd like to see revived on the KitStarter Forum. 
 
The 1st 2 suggestions are the British bird kits for Blue Tits or Bullfinches, followed by some historical figures of the 
Black Prince, Anne Boleyn and Henry VIII. 
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Here's how it works 
We've delved into the archives and pulled out a selection of old tooling for some classic Airfix kits. The tooling has 
been carefully restored and tested at our factory in the UK, ready to start producing a new limited run of kits. 
 
That's where you come in 
You can back a kit by placing a pre-order. Once a kit reaches a threshold number of orders, there's then a two 
week 'last orders' period for any remaining orders to be placed before the kit goes into production. 
 
How long will this take? 
That depends on how popular your KitStarter is! Once a kit has reached its threshold and the Last Orders period 
has ended, the kits will be manufactured here in the UK and you can expect delivery of your kit in approximately 4 
weeks. If you want to gather more support for your chosen KitStarter, encourage your friends to get involved by 
sharing your KitStarter on social media using #airfixkitstarter. 
 
Will I be able to order a KitStarter kit after it has been made? 
You will need to have backed a kit by placing a pre-order, the kits will not be on general sale, although if a kit 
proves very popular it may go into a second round of KitStarter. 
 
When will I be charged? 
Backing a KitStarter model is just like placing a normal pre-order - your card will only be charged once the model 
has been despatched to you. If your KitStarter fails to gather enough support, you will receive an email confirming 
that your pre-order has been cancelled. 
 
Free UK delivery 
The prices shown on the KitStarter site include free UK delivery. International orders will be charged at our 
standard international delivery rates. 
 
Apparently the following were very popular suggestions but aren’t available any more:- 
 

• SR.53: We no longer have the tooling 
• Fireball XL5: We no longer have the tooling 
• 1/48 Buccaneer: Inherent quality problem with the fuselage mouldings. 

 
Experts uncover 38 shades of grey as they restore Royal Navy’s last Jutland survivor 
Experts working on the restoration of cruiser HMS Caroline have sliced through her history to reveal the exact paint 
scheme she ‘wore’ at the Battle of Jutland 99 years ago. 
 
Their research sheds fresh light on how the ships of the Grand Fleet looked – particularly as there’s no colour 
photography from the era to fall back on. 
 
Experts working on the restoration of cruiser HMS Caroline have sliced through her history to reveal the exact paint 
scheme she ‘wore’ when she sailed for the Battle of Jutland at the end of May 1916.  Caroline spent 85 years of her 
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Royal Navy career as the headquarters for Naval reservists in Belfast.  Before that, however, she was one of the 
greyhounds of the Fleet, scouting ahead of the capital ships on the hunt for the enemy. 
 
She was one of more than 150 British warships which locked horns with the Kaiser’s High Seas Fleet in the North 
Sea at Jutland, when she charged at the German lines on at least one occasion to unleash torpedoes. 
 
Thanks to what we have found on HMS Caroline, we are able to review the entire colour history of the ship and 
accurately depict the paint schemes Caroline was painted in over 100 years. 
 
Now no longer needed as a base for Royal Navy Reservists – they now meet at Lisburn – the ship is being 
returned to her Jutland glory in a £14m revamp which will be completed in time for the battle’s centenary. 
 
With no colour photography available from the earlier years of the ship’s life, it looked impossible to determine the 
warship’s true livery a century ago.  That was until expert Jef Maytom discovered paint samples close to Caroline’s 
bridge. 
 
“This finding rewrites the rule book for historians specialising in naval and maritime history,” he says. “It is the 
equivalent of a palaeontologist being able to finally prove that dinosaurs were a specific colour or had feathers.” 
 
The research shows the cruiser has enjoyed many paint schemes through her life (we counted at least 38 layers) 
anywhere from a beige-cream to a rather dark grey at her launch in 1914. 
 
Their discoveries should lead to a better understanding of the liveries used by navies during World War 1 – and, 
crucially, they’ve also found that there are no toxins in the various layers of paint caking Caroline which could 
threaten wildlife in her home in Alexandra Dock or Belfast Harbour. 
 
“HMS Caroline is easily the most historically significant ship in the UK and Ireland after HMS Victory," he says. 
 
“The ship is full of curiosities and we are making discoveries of never before seen artefacts including important 
paint samples” says Captain Rees. 
 
“Thanks to what we have found on HMS Caroline, we are able to review the entire colour history of the ship and 
accurately depict the paint schemes Caroline was painted in over 100 years.” 
 

 
Caroline in 1914 

 
Caroline at the Battle of Jutland 

 
Caroline in 1916 

 
Caroline in 1920 

 
Caroline in 1939 
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British Tank Flattens Learner Driver's Car  
A tank driver is unable to stop and crushes the 18-year-old's car after she pulls out in front of a column of military 
vehicles. 

 
 
A learner driver had a lucky escape after the front of her car was flattened by a British tank in Germany. 
 
Police said the 18-year-old woman pulled out in front of a column of UK military vehicles in the town of Augustdorf, 
Lippe, on Monday. 
 
The driver of the first tank, a 24-year-old British serviceman, was unable to stop in time. 
 
His Challenger 2 tank rolled over the Toyota hatchback's bonnet, completely crushing it under its 62-tonne weight. 
 

 
The tank was unable to stop before crushing the Toyota 
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Officers in Lippe released pictures of the crash, and said the teenage driver emerged from the wreckage 
unscathed. 
 
They said the damage to her car was around 12,000 euros (£8,600). 
 
There was no damage to the tank. 
 
In February, a British tank lost control and crashed through a garden fence - stopping just yards before it hit a 
house - in Paderborn. 
 
The tank was from the military school at Paderborn Garrison, and no one was injured in the crash. 
 
Forthcoming Shows in 2015/2016 
Shows with highlight have been booked for us to attend.  If you wish to attend any of the shows with the club 
stand please let me know so I can attempt to book space for the club. 
 

2015 

21st June (Sunday) West Norfolk IPMS, Downham Market, Norfolk 
Ipswich Show, Tuddenham Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP4 3QJ 

27th June (Saturday) Orchards Model Show, Dartford 

12th July (Sunday) Moorlands Model Show, The TA Centre, Martin Leake House, Waterloo Road, 
Cobridge, Stoke-on-Trent, ST6 3HJ 

18th July (Saturday) North Somerset Model Show 2015, The Helicopter Museum, Weston Heliport, Locking 
Moor Road, Weston-super-Mare, Somerset, BS24 8PP 

26th July (Sunday) Essex Modellers Show, Hannakins, Billericay, Essex 
8th & 9th August 

(Saturday & Sunday) 
Essex HMVA Military and Flying Machines Show, Damyns Hall Aerdrome, Averly 
Road, Upminster, Essex. RM14 2TN. 

27th September (Sunday) Brampton Show, Burgess Civic Hall, Westwood Road, St Ives, Cambridgeshire, PE27 6WU 
3rd October (Saturday) Hornchurch Country Park Visitor Centre Opening 

7th & 8th November 
(Saturday & Sunday) Scale ModelWorld 2015, Telford International Centre, Telford, Shropshire, TF3 4JH 

6th December (Sunday) London Model Show, Islington 
2016 

15th –17th January 
(Friday – Sunday) London Model Engineering Exhibition, Alexandra Palace, London 

6th February (Saturday) North Surrey Military Modelling Group, Annual Open Day & Competition, Carshalton 
Beeches Baptist Church, Banstead Road, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, SM5 3NL 

 
Peter 
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Robin’s “Ruminations” 

Good evening gentleman, I’m busy tapping this article out while on holiday in deepest, darkest East Sussex, you’ve 
got to give me brownie points for dedication to the club for doing that. Which is more than my Wife is willing to give 
me at the moment, more likely the point of her shoe! However I like to live dangerously. We’re staying in a different 
accommodation after 25 years of visiting the area, with a few pigs, chickens and sheep on site. However delivered 
only today, six alpacas, not the first animal I’d associate with East Sussex but they are very pretty, (my Wife 
assures me) but they are still a little nervous of their new surroundings and very, very nervous of the pigs, they 
won’t even go to part of the field where the pigs are penned in. I am steering well clear of the alpacas as they, like 
camels and lamas, are prone to spit at you if they feel threatened, and trust me, if they spat at me I wouldn’t 
threaten them, just barbeque them. 
 

 
 
I’ve just looked up over the computer to see the farm cat trying to sneak in the patio doors, something we had been 
warned about by the owners of the farm. I think that the cat must be half lynx, big, bushy and moving in an assured 
way that said “I’m the boss here, do you want to make something of it?” It took a little “persuading” (me shouting, 
clapping and finally a gentle nudge with my foot) to convince the moggy that it didn’t want to come into the lodge. If 
I was a rat or mouse around here, I’d pack my bags and head for the hills. 
 
Peter, Paul and I did the judging for our friends at the Southend Model Club a few weeks ago at the Royal Navy 
Club. Although a little cramped due to the nature of the available space and the limited area the models were in, it 
was a very enjoyable evening none the less with lots of varied models on display, from small single figures to a 
massive Sci-Fi artillery piece that was huge. Due to the way Southend hold their competitions the judging took a 
little while due to the large number of classes involved but in the end all the awards were given out with a 
Greyhound aircraft carrying of the model of the year trophy. A fairly simple and straightforward model but built and 
finished to an exceptional standard. 
 
My Official Hat is now on....... 
Tonight is of course competition night, so good luck to all those taking part and may the best model win. I might be 
a little late tonight due to family commitments but please be patient, I will be there. 
 
Robin 
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Wrighty’s “References” 

After The Dambusters 
On Sunday 26th May on Channel 4 the above named program caught my attention as I was looking for something 
to watch.  “After” was this something new or just a repeat of the story we all know inside out, you will recall that on 
my recent book review I left out the dozen or so books on this “Dambusters” for the above reason, we all know it 
already. 
 
The documentary cuts to the chase rather quickly getting by with some wartime training film and clips from the 
movies, getting the “Dams out of the way”.  “After” had arrived so what happened next? 
 
Well the 1st operation was on D-Day a part for the bomber of 617 took them (on Op Taxable) the simulation of a 
ghost convoy in the English Channel by over circling some 18 small naval vessels crossing the Channel at its 
narrowest point, where 617 circled above shipping “window” to confuse the enemy radar, that a much larger force 
was on its way. 
 
A few days later the 1st operation using 12,000lb Talboy bombs were dropped on the Saumur rail tunnel in Northern 
France, cutting a very important supply line to the front.  All then went quiet for the squadron until September 1944 
when they tool up an operation from a Russian airbase a detachment at Yagodnik to attack the Tirpitz in a 
Norwegian fiord which was not very successful.  A second strike was made in October 1944 from an advanced 
base in Scotland (Lossiemouth) and a third in November 1944 in conjunction with No.9 Squadron who also 
provided Lancasters for all 3 operations.  The final one got it right using Talboy bombs which struck and sank the 
Tirpitz in Tromse Fiord in Norway. 
 
The TV program had a German sailor who survived the sinking, but he told horrific stories of people trapped below 
and devastating damage caused to make the vessel keel over trapping many naval ratings inside the hull giving a 
great loss of life to the ship’s crew, but it was the end of a long standing menace to the Russian convoys. 
 
This was still not enough for 617, just before we continue; Wing Commander JB “Willy” Tait led all 3 raids on the 
Tirpitz, having succeeded Wing Commander Cheshire as CO of 617 in July 1944 (bet you didn’t know that?).  To 
continue, further attacks were made in October/December on Kembs & URFT dams using the supper bomb 
(22,000lb Grand Slam), which breached the Kembs dam. 
 
A B1 Lancaster was specially adapted to carry the 22,000lb bomb first dropped on a land target in March 1945 
when Squadron Leader CC “Jock” Calder in AJ-S (Sugar) devastated the Bielfeld Railway Viaduct in Germany, 
cutting off a vital supply line.  The film sent a crew to show the devastation to the viaduct much is still visible (at the 
time the film was taken, possibly in the ‘70s). 
 
617 made their final mission, an attack on Berchtesgaden, the “Eagles Nest”, Hitler’s mountain retreat in April 1945.  
By June 1945 the Lancasters had been replaced by Mk.VII Lancasters. 
 
Congratulations to John Bennett 
Once again another wonderful video of Southern Expo, you are a master photographer who presents a brilliant 
show every year for us.  I was unable to attend but I felt I hadn’t missed anything. 
 
One the rest of you may not have noticed was the brilliant use of musical score adapted to suit the early parts of 
the show, superb!  I enjoyed it all immensely. 
 
Time is very much against me this month but several things are on the way for WrySpy next month. 
 
Detail has been gathered regarding the evils of IS and how they have caused the upset of “Boat People” in the Med 
& Indian ocean, a modern day “Peasants Revolt” you might call this extremely dangerous situation Europe 
appeared to let happen. 
Alan 
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